
  

YEAR   7   HUMANITIES   
  

I   AM.   How   Did   I   Get   There?   
  

  

  

Due   Date:    Term   2,   Week   3,   Wednesday   5th   of   May,   
2021   

Subjects   Assessed:    English,   History   and   Visual   Arts   

Percentage:    40%   Assessment:    E-Portfolio   and   Pecha   Kucha   

Task   Description:   
  

PART   ONE:   E-Portfolio   
Students   will   generate   an   E-Portfolio   from   all   work   completed   in   class,   throughout   Term   1.   All   work   for   the   portfolio   
should   be   completed   in   class   and   uploaded   according   to   teacher   instructions.   Students   will   be   required   to   post   
evidence   in   various   formats,   as   directed   by   the   teacher.     
  

Class   work   will   involve,   but   is   not   limited   to   the   following:     
● Text   Analysis   
● Research   Activities   
● Artmaking   Tasks   
● Case   Studies   
● Script   Writing   
● Creative   Writing   Pieces   
● Class   Discussions   
● Bundanon   Experiences     

  
Students   will   have   the   ability   to   continue   working   on   tasks   for   their   E-Portfolio   at   home   or   expand   on   the   activities   
explored   during   the   lesson.     
  

PART   TWO:   Pecha   Kucha   
Pecha   Kucha   is   a   short   visual   presentation   with   a   verbal   voice   over   that   complements   the   visual   images.   It   will   be   
delivered   to   the   class   as   a   presentation,   similar   to   a   TED   talk,   on   the   due   date.     
  

Students   will   be   required   to   create   an   ‘I   AM’   Pecha   Kucha.   The   Pecha   Kucha   must   utilise   the   skills   developed   and   
activities   completed   as   Part   One   of   this   Assessment   Task   allowing   students   to   present   their   artworks   created   in   
Visual   Arts.   The   images   will   be   complemented   by   the   creative   and   analytical   writings   completed   in   English   and   
informed   by   the   historical   knowledge   explored   in   History.   It   must   be   1   minute   in   length,   the   presentation   must   have   
6   slides   that   remain   on   the   screen   for   10   seconds   each.   
  

Students   will   need   to   demonstrate   their   understanding   of   imagery,   connotations   and   symbol   in   relation   to   identity   
through   their   artworks   and   voice   over   for   the   Pecha   Kucha,   which   may   also   highlight   their   historical   knowledge.     
  

Students   will   be   provided   scaffolds   and   checklists   to   begin   planning   and   drafting   the   verbal   voice   over   to   
complement   the   visual   images.   Students   will   also   be   able   to   access   a   sample   response   through   Canvas.   



  
  
  

Humanities   Assessment   Criteria:   E-Portfolio   and   Pecha   Kucha   
Identity:   I   AM.   How   did   I   get   there?   

Outcomes   Above   Standard   At   Standard   Approaching   Standard   Below   Standard   

Visual   Arts   
  

4.2   Explores   the   function   and   
relationship   between   
artist-artwork-world   and   
audience   in   artmaking.   
  
  
  
  

4.5   Investigates   ways   to   
develop   meaning   in   their   
artworks   
  
  
  
  

4.9   Begins   to   acknowledge   that   
art   can   be   interpreted   from   
different   points   of   view   
  
  
  

4.10   Recognises   that   art   
criticism   and   art   history   
construct   meanings.      

The   artworks   based   on   Identity   in   
your   Pecha   Kucha   clearly   and   
creatively    explore    the   
relationships   between   you   as   the   
artist,   your   world   and   the   
audience.  

An   outstanding   series   of   
expressive   drawing   activities   that   
reflect   a   comprehensive   
investigation    of   materials   and   
techniques   based   on   the   theme   
of   self   -portraits   

Outstanding   responses   to   the   
Frames   activity   based   on   
Bundanon   tasks   and   Arthur   Boyd   
acknowledging    art   is   interpreted   
in   different   ways.   

Aboriginal   Artist   Case   Study.   A   
comprehensive   case   study   
recognising    that   art   criticism   
and   art   history   can   explain   and   
evaluate   the   work   of   artists.   

The   artworks   based   on   Identity   in   
your   Pecha   Kucha    explore    the   
relationships   between   you   as   the   
artist,   your   world   and   the   
audience.   

  

  A   sound   series   of   expressive   
drawing   activities   that   reflect   an   
investigation    of   materials   and   
techniques   based   on   the   theme   
of   self   -portraits   

Sound   responses   to   the   Frames   
activity   based   on   Bundanon   
tasks   and   Arthur   Boyd   
acknowledging    art   is   interpreted   
in   different   ways.   

Aboriginal   Artist   Case   Study.   A   
sound   case   study    recognising   
that   art   criticism   and   art   history   
can   explain   and   evaluate   the   
work   of   artists.   

 
The   artworks   based   on   Identity   in   
your   Pecha   Kucha    explore    some   
aspects   of   the   relationships   
between   you   as   the   artist,   your   
world   and   the   audience.   

A   series   of   drawing   activities   that   
reflect   a   basic    investigation    of   
materials   and   techniques   based   
on   the   theme   of   self   -portraits.   

    

  Basic   responses   to   the   Frames   
activity   based   on   Bundanon   
tasks   and/or   Arthur   Boyd   
acknowledging    art   is   interpreted   
in   different   ways.   

  Aboriginal   Artist   Case   Study.   A   
basic   case   study    recognising   
some   aspects   of   art   criticism   
and/or   art   history   

    
The   artworks   based   on   Identity   
explore    few   aspects   of   the   
relationships   between   you   as   the   
artist,   your   world   and   the   
audience.   

    

  A   drawing   that   reflects   a   limited   
investigation    of   materials   and   
techniques   based   on   the   theme   
of   self   -portrait   

  

  Limited   responses   to   the   
Frames   activity   based   on   
Bundanon   tasks   or   Arthur   Boyd.   

  

  Aboriginal   Artist   Case   Study.   A   
limited   case   study    recognising   
few   aspects   of   art   criticism   or   art   
history     

English   
  

EN4-1A:   Responds   to   and   
composes   texts   for   
understanding,   interpretation,   
analysis   and   imaginative   
expression   
  
  

  
Clear   and   concise    analysis    of   
explored   texts,   demonstrating   
outstanding   interpretation   of   
connotation,   imagery   and   
symbol.   Effectively   interprets   
composers'   meaning   and   
justifies    ideas.   
  

  
Clear   and   soundly   structured   
analysis    of   texts,   demonstrating   
a   sound   understanding   of   the   
use   of   connotation,   imagery   and   
symbol.   Interprets   composers'   
meaning.   
  
  

  
Basic    interpretation    of   
texts,ability   to   identify   and   
describe   the   use   of   connotation,   
imagery   and   symbol.   
  
  
  
  

  
Limited   understanding   of   
texts,difficulty    identifying    or   
describing   evidence   of   
connotation,   imagery   and   
symbol.   
  
  
  



  
  

  
EN4-2A:   Uses   a   range   of   
strategies   for   responding   to   
and   composing   texts   in   
different   media   
  
  

EN4-4B:   Makes   effective   
language   choices   to   creatively   
shape   meaning   with   accuracy,   
clarity   and   coherence   

  
Pecha   Kucha   effectively   
consolidates   skills   from   
classwork   to   compose   a   well   
structured    visual   and   verbal   
demonstration   of   connotation,   
imagery   and   symbol.   
  

Applying    connotation,imagery   
and   symbol   to   own   compositions.   
Clearly    articulates    ideas   within   
classwork   written   and   verbal   
response.   Pecha   Kucha   follows   a   
clear   structure   with   clarity   and   
coherence.   

  
Pecha   Kucha   soundly   
incorporates   skills   from   
classwork   to   compose   a   
structured    visual   and   verbal   
representation   of   connotation,   
imagery   and   symbol.   
  

Applies    some   connotation,   
imagery   and   symbol   to   own   
compositions.    Articulates    ideas   
within   classwork   written   and   
verbal   responses.   Pecha   Kucha   
is   soundly   structured   and   
competently   delivered   with   
clarity.     

  
Pecha   Kucha   demonstrates   
basic   use   of   skills   developed   
from   classwork.   Verbal   choices   
show   a   basic   understanding   with   
basic   use   of   imagery   and   symbol   
  
  

Applies    basic   figurative   
language   to   own   compositions.   
Limited    structure    of   written   and   
verbal   responses.   Pecha   Kucha   
utilises   a   basic   structure   and   
delivered   with   minimal   clarity.   

  
Pecha   Kucha   has   limited   
application   of   skills   developed   in   
classwork.   Minimal   evidence   of   
use   of   imagery   or   symbol   
  
  
  

Limited   vocabulary    applies    to   
responses.   Pecha   Kucha   is   
poorly   structured,   demonstrating   
low   clarity.   

History   
HT4-4:   Describes   and   explains   
the   causes   and   effects   of   
events   and   developments   of   
past   societies   over   time   
  
  
  
  
  

HT4-7:   Identifies   and   describes   
different   contexts,   perspectives   
and   interpretations   of   the   past   
  
  
  
  

HT4-10:   Selects   and   uses   
appropriate   oral,   written,   visual   
and   digital   forms   to   
communicate   about   the   past     

  
Effectively   describes   and   
explains    the   concepts   of   
invasion   and   colonisation,   with   a   
deep   understanding   of   how   and   
why   colonisation   occurred.   
Pecha   Kucha   refers   to    how   
events   from   the   past   affect   their   
society   and   identity.   
  

Effectively   identifies   and   
describes   the   results   of   
colonisation   and   the   differing   
experiences   of   contact   between   
Aboriginal   and   non-Aboriginal   
peoples   .   
  

Effectively   describes,   explains   
and   uses   different   approaches   to   
historical   investigation.   Clearly   
outlining   the   main   features   of   
history   and   archaeology.   Pecha   
Kucha   effectively   utilises   different   
forms   to   communicate   about   the   
past   and   represent   their   identity.   

  
Soundly   describes   and   explains   
concepts   of   invasion,   
colonisation   and   a   competent   
understanding   of   how   and   why   
colonisation   occurred.   Pecha   
Kucha   refers   to   their   society   and   
identity.     
  
  

Soundly   identifies   and   describes   
the   results   of   colonisation   and   
competently   articulates   the   
differing   experiences   of   contact   
between   Aboriginal   and   
non-Aboriginal   peoples.   
  

Soundly   describes   and   uses   
different   approaches   to   historical   
investigation.   Competently   
outlining   the   main   features   of   
history   and   archaeology.   Pecha   
Kucha   soundly   utilises   different   
forms   of   communication   about   
the   past   and   represent   their   
identity.   

  
Demonstrates   a   basic   ability   to   
describe   the   concept   of   invasion,   
colonisation   and   how   
colonisation   occurred.   Pecha   
Kucha   makes   minimal   reference   
to   society   and   their   identity.     
  
  
  

Basic   description   of   results   of   
colonisation.   Identifies,   in   a   basic   
manner,   the   differing   experiences   
of   contact   between   Aboriginal   
and   non-Aboriginal   peoples.     
  
  

Describes   in   a   basic   manner   the   
approaches   to   historical   
investigation.   Struggles   to   apply   
to   their   own   work.   Names   
features   of   history   and   
archaeology.   Pecha   
Kuchaapplies   different   forms   of   
communication   to   represent   
identity.   

  
Limited   understanding   of   
invasion   and   colonisation.   
Struggles   to   describe   the   cause   
and   effect.   Pecha   Kucha   makes   
no   reference   to   their   society.   
  
  
  
  

Limited   understanding   of   the   
results   of   colonisation.   Struggles   
to   identify   and   describe   the   
different   experiences   of   contact   
between   Aboriginal   and   
non-Aboriginal   peoples.   
  

Limited   understanding   of   
historical   investigation.   Pecha   
Kucha   poorly   utilises   visual,   oral   
and/or   digital   forms   to   
communication   their   identity.   


